Thanks for ordering our Cork Pad “Spinner”.

This tool is designed as a convenient way to bevel or radius the face or the back of a cork pad.

Chuck the tool in your bench motor (small end first). Set the pad in the cup end of the spinner. Spin under power while sanding or filing until you achieve your desired results. The pad then can be pushed out from the other side.

This tool is designed for pads .110” thick. This is the size we carry and it is the most common.

Note: Since bench motor chucks may be somewhat inaccurate, the tool may “wobble” until you find the perfect “home” for it. We recommend rotating the tool to several different spots in the chuck until you find the “sweet spot” where the tool runs true. Then mark the tool so that it can be returned to that point the next time it is used.

We recommend you mark your chuck at any arbitrary point and use this to reference this and all tools you use in the motor.

Enjoy,